Sleepy girl mocktail? UAB expert sheds light on new trend

Mark your calendars 💤
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2 p.m. Feb. 8 — host Kathryn Libal, Ph.D., and Justice Research Center Rights and Social Science UAB's Institute for Human Sponsoring refugees and Collaboration. “Ethical, and Equitable Global Modular Toolkit for Effective, discuss “Development of a Research & learning Blazer achievements email address. Get You can get access to digital editions of top publications like the New York Times, Wall We invite regular users of UAB's Scholars Program at communes in the Gulf states can learn more about opportunities with UAB's Gulf Undergraduates who are interested in contributing to the well-being and health of Encourage students to apply to the Gulf Scholars Program Things to know Calendar 🎈
Forging Ahead with new strategic plan — UAB Forging Ahead with new strategic plan

Student Affairs has been selected for many more in the future thanks to the Hussey, M.D., treated numerous children including cardiac anesthesiologist Patrick In late 2023, a team of UAB experts, expertise in South America and are available

ASC presents Alvin Ailey fifth annual PRISM Concert performances, plus Amadeae Duo and the recitals, guest artists and faculty are just part of a calendar of student performances for spring 2024 Department of Music presents

The 2024 UAB Aging Research Symposium is virtual 📍
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noon Feb. 9 — latest from the CCTS TIERS series. UAB's Joel Dobbs, PharmD, explains the secrets of effective collaboration in the UAB Teams How to Work Effectively Within Managers: Check your check-in strategy here

The UAB Solar House and Sustainable demonstration home open for free tours for all on Women’s Basketball as they face off against North Texas. on Women's Basketball as they face off — Basketball Alumni Day 🎈
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7:30 p.m. Feb. 21-24, 2 p.m. Feb. 25 — masterpiece with Monty Python-style ASC presents Alvin Ailey “Revelations.” will perform its signature work,

Buy tickets
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Buy tickets